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Greek arete quotes

We're what we do over and over again. Then Arete is not a movement, it's a habit. We're what we do over and over again. So perfection isn't an act, it's a habit.? | Yahoo Responses This excerpt is Will Durant's Story of Philosophy, published in 1926, and Isistoteles's work is Durant's distit of Nichomachean Ethics Aristotle's thinking.
Aristotle - Wikipedia's Aristotle considered theoretical work rather than ethics, that is, an ethics that knowingly aimed at being a good and for his own good rather than good. He wrote various risales on ethics, including Nicomachean Ethics. ... Aristotle defined such an optimal activity of the soul as the purpose of all human deliberate
action, which often translates as happiness or sometimes well-being. To have the potential to be happy in this way necessarily requires a good character (ēthikē aretē), often translated as moral (or ethical) virtue (or perfection). Arete (Greek: ˈρετί) basically means all kinds of perfection. [1] The term can also mean moral virtue. [1] In his
first appearance in Greek, this concept of perfection was ultimately reconciled with the concept of fulfillment of purpose or function: the act of living according to one's full potential. Aristotle Nails | Inspiration Boost Habits 101 | Optimized Brian Johnson Safe web fonts @ MIT Learning Can be ancient Greek... Challenging. Also like 5
different translations for each word, which gives translators a great artistic license, to tell the truth. It can be difficult to understand which version of the word the author intended because we don't think like the ancient Greeks. Large differences in time and culture can reveal that it is difficult to understand what it really means. So while it
may not actually be the most practical use of this beautiful and complex ancient language when you delee years into learning, I think you should at least learn a few of the most important concepts. In fact, I think these 12 periods should definitely make a return in the current society ... And we can be so much better for it. 1. Eudaimonia
(Greek: εδαιμονία) Eudaimonia regularly translates as happiness or prosperity; However, human development or prosperity and blessing have been proposed as more accurate translations. In Aristotle's works, eudaimonia has been used as a term for the highest human good, and therefore the purpose of practical philosophy, including
ethical and political philosophy, is to consider what really happened and how it can be achieved (and experienced). 2. Arete (Greek: ˈρετί) Arete basically means all kinds of perfection. The term can also mean moral virtue. In its first appearance in Greek, this concept of perfection ultimately means that the purpose is fulfilled or the act of
living to one's full potential. In homeric poems, Arete is often associated with courage and more with activity. Arete person is their highest effectiveness; they use all their abilities as strength, courage and intelligence to achieve real results. In the homeric world, then, Arete includes all its capabilities and potentials available to humans. In
some contexts, Arete is clearly linked to human knowledge, in which the statements that virtue is knowledge and Arete is knowledge are used intersethingly. The highest human potential is knowledge, and all other human abilities are derived from this central capacity. Bust of Homer – a man who knows Arete 3. Phronesis (Greek:
φρόνησῐς) Phronesis is a type of wisdom or intelligence. This is especially the kind of wisdom related to practical action, both good judgment and character and habits, or implying perfection of practical virtue. Therefore, it often translates as practical wisdom, and sometimes as common sense. Thomas McEvilley suggested that the best
translation is awareness 4. Kleos (Greek: λλοοы) Kleos is often translated as famous or triumph. It's about the word hear and it means that others hear about you. A Greek hero achieves great things and gains kleos. Kleos is always transferred from father to son; The son is responsible for building and transporting the father on victory.
That's one reason Penelope put off her suitors for so long, and one reason Medea killed her own children, was to cut Jason's kleos short. Kleos is sometimes related to aidos - a sense of shame. Jason and Medea – as depicted by John William Waterhouse, 1907. Medea cut off Jason's Kleos by killing her own children. Xenia (Greek:
εενία) Xenia means guest-friendship and is the concept of hospitality. This generosity and kindness is shown to those away from home and/or the person includes guest-friendly bestowing partners. Hospitality rituals (such as giving gifts to both sides) and intangibles (such as protection, shelter, goodness or certain normative rights) that
create and express a mutual relationship between the guest and the host are expressed. 6. Aidos (Greek: Αδδد) Aidos was actually the Greek goddess of shame, humility, respect and humility. Aidos, as a quality, was a sense of respect or shame that wrongly restricted men and women. It also covered the feeling that a rich person could
feel in the presence of the poor. Ancient and Christian humility have some things in common, both rejection of esophosism and arrogance and extreme pride and a recognition of human limitations. Aristotle identified it as a middle way between arrogance and cowardice. 7. Nostos (Greek: νλλτοد) Nostos is a theme in ancient Greek
literature that includes an epic hero who returns home by sea. In ancient Greek society, it was considered a high level of heroism or greatness for those who managed to return. This journey usually includes being shipwrecked in a very spacious and unknown place and going through some trials of hero testing. The return is not only about
physically returning home, but also about maintaining certain statuses and protecting your identity upon arrival. The nostos theme came to life in Homer's Odyssey, where the main protax, Odysseus, tried to return home after fighting in the Trojan War. It uses the word another Greek root, λλλοы, or algos, to describe the psychological
state of longing for the past. 8. Oikos (Greek: ολλοد) Oikos expresses three related but different concepts: family, family property and home. It even changes in text, which can cause confusion. Oikos was the basic unit of society in most Greek urban states. Oikos in the use of normal Ceilings, in the context of families, referred to a
descent line from father to son from generation to generation. Alternatively, as Aristotle used in his politics, this term has sometimes been used to refer to everyone who lives in a particular house. Thus, the head of oikos, along with his close family and slaves, will cover all. The great oikoi also often had farms prone to slaves, the basic
agricultural unit of the old economy. 9. Apatheia (Greek: πππίεια) Stoicism expresses a state of mind in Apatheia that is not disturbed by passions. It is best translated with the word indifference. The meaning of the word apatheia is quite different from the modern English word apathy, which has a distinctly negative meaning. According to
stoics, the quality characterized by sage was apatheia. 10. Ataraxia (Greek: ˈταραία) Ataraxia is literally translated as unease, but is generally considered impermeability, restraint or calm. It was first used by Pyrrho and later epicurus and stoics for a solidly restrained lucid state characterized by freedom from constant distress and anxiety.
In non-philosophical use, this term has been used to describe the ideal mental state for soldiers entering the war. Reaching Ataraxia is a common goal for Pyromanism, Epicuranism and Stoicism, but the role and value of ataraxia each philosophy varies depending on its own philosophical theories. Mental disorders that prevent a person
from reaching ataraxia differ between philosophies, and each philosophy has a different understanding of how to achieve ataraxia. 11. Doxa (Greek: δοία) doxa means common faith or public opinion, and the verb δοκείν dokein comes from appearing, appearing, thinking and accepting. The ninety, which was used by Greek rhetoricists as
a tool for the formation of arguments using common views, was often manipulated by sophists to convince people, driving Plato to denounce Ataturk's democracy. It is used as the opposite of Episteme and Techne. Philosopher Socrates with Sophist Gorgias. Who had Doxa and Who had episteme? 12. Episteme (Greek: ἐπιστήμη) and
Techne (Greek: ττίνη) Episteme can refer to knowledge, science or understanding and which verb ἐπίστασθαι comes from, to know, understand, or be familiar with. The word epistemology is derived from epistemology. Techne, meanwhile, often translates as craftsmanship, craft or art. Alhowever similar to epistēmē in the implication of
knowledge of principles, techne differs from unrelated understanding in making or doing its intentions. But Plato regularly uses these two terms in their place, and for the ancients, boating and episming simply mean knowing, and both words are the name of knowledge in the broadest sense.
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